
Geometry 2
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Each number is ½ the previous number: 62.5, 31.25, 15.625
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Each figure has two more segments
Third figure has seven segment, so 5th has 7 + 2 + 2 = 11

Product means multiply
Try several: 3(5) = 15; 7(11) = 77; 9(3) = 27
Looks like the product of two odd numbers is odd
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Sample answer: let x = ½; x2 = ¼ 
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Red is hypothesis, Gray is conclusion
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Focus: If you are hungry, then you should eat.  
John is hungry, so… (good reasoning)
Megan should eat, so… (not good reasoning)

ANS: hypothesis: it is Wednesday; conclusion: there is no rec.
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ANS:  The board is not white.
ANS:  If it is not Wednesday, then there is rec.
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ANS:  If there is rec, then it is not Wednesday.



If-Then: If it is a whale, then it is a mammal.
Converse: If it is a mammal, then it is a whale.
Inverse: If it is not a whale, then it is not a mammal.
Contrapositive: if it is not a mammal, then it is not a whale.
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Red is hypothesis, Gray is conclusion
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If-then: If lines intersect to form right angles, then they are perpendicular.
Biconditional: Lines are perpendicular iff they intersect to form right angles.
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1. True, linear pairs are supplementary
2. False, no information given
3. True, intersecting lines form vertical angles
4. False, no information given
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I keep the commandments

Not Valid
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If two planes intersect, then their intersection is a line.

5: Line n passes through points A and B.
6: Line n contains points A and B
7: Line m and line n intersect at point A
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BC  plane R
line ℓ  AB
Points B, C, and X are collinear
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Symmetric
Transitive
Reflexive
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14x + 21 – 3x = -1 distributive
11x + 21 = -1 definition of add (optional step)
11x = -22 subtraction
x = -2 division

A = ½ bh
2A = bh multiplication
2A/h = b division
b = 2A/h symmetric
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mABD = mCBE (given)
mABD = m1 + m2 (angle addition post.)
mCBE = m2 + m3 (angle addition post.)
m1 + m2 = m2 + m3 (substitution)
m1 = m3 (subtraction)
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Ask: What do we do now? (write down ideas generated on the board)
Ask: Is there any special order for this? (yes, there is and have students start to put the 
steps in order)
If a student wants a step, such as put crumpled paper under wood, respond by asking 
where the paper came from.  You cannot use an object until you get it.
Write the steps in the first column with justifications for each step in the second 
column

Cold person with newspaper and matches in their backpack (given)
Get dry wood from ground (need something to burn)
Break some wood into tender (big pieces of wood don’t readily start on fire)
Put the rest of the wood in a pile near the fire location (need something handy to burn)
Get newspaper from backpack (need something to start fire)
Get matches from backpack (need something to set fire)
Clear area (don’t want to start forest fire)
Crumple newspaper and put on ground (newspaper is good for starting fires)
Pile tender around the newspaper to make a “tepee”. (once the newspaper is started on 
fire, its heat will start the tender on fire)
Strike matches (matches have to be burning before it will start the paper)

Use lit matches to start paper on fire in several places (paper is the easiest thing to start 
on fire)
Add bigger pieces of dry wood as the fire gets larger (the tender will burn out quickly)
You now have a campfire (bigger pieces of wood are burning now and producing heat)
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Students are to come up with reasons
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AC  DF, AB  DE (given)
AC = DF, AB = DE (def  segments)
AC – AB = DF – DE (subtraction =)
AC = AB + BC, DF = DE + EF (segment addition post)
AC – AB = BC, DF – DE = EF (subtraction =)
DF – DE = BC (substitution =)
BC = EF (substitution =)
BC  EF (def  segments)
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3x – 2 = 2x + 4  x = 6
y = 180 – (3x – 2) = 180 – (3(6) + 4) = 180 – (18 + 4) = 180 – 22 = 158
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ℓ  m, ℓ  n (given)
1 and 2 are right angles (def of  lines)
1  2 (All rt ’s are )
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1 and 3 are complements (given)
3 and 5 are complement (given)
1  5 (congruent complements theorem)
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